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By Pierre Boulle : The Bridge Over the River Kwai: A Novel  the bridge on the river kwai is a 1957 british 
american epic war film directed by david lean and starring william holden jack hawkins and alec guinness and aerial 
photograph of the bridge over the river kwai thailand severely damaged by aerial bombing The Bridge Over the River 
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Kwai: A Novel: 

2 of 2 review helpful Victor vs Vanquished By Anthony R Fanning I ve been watching the movie based on this novel 
almost all my life and never thought to read the book until recently Of course there are differences which is 
understandable due to the post Korea conflict pre Viet Nam climate in Hollywood and the USA and the need to put a 
Devil s advocate character in the film That said without all that clutter this book 1942 Boldly advancing through Asia 
the Japanese need a train route from Burma going north In a prison camp British POWs are forced into labor The 
bridge they build will become a symbol of service and survival to one prisoner Colonel Nicholson a proud 
perfectionist Pitted against the warden Colonel Saito Nicholson will nevertheless out of a distorted sense of duty aid 
his enemy While on the outside as the Allies race to destroy the bridge Nicholson must dec ldquo A lightning fast 
adventure and suspense story rdquo ndash San Francisco Chronicle ldquo An amazing story jumpy with suspense 
rdquo ndash The New Yorker ldquo A fine story of adventure in which a highly original conception makes a psych 

(Library ebook) bridge on the river kwai; the true story digger history
the bridge on the river kwai 1957 the memorable epic world war ii adventureaction anti war drama was the first of 
director david leans major multi million  pdf download  see add listing bridge over the river kwai located some 3 km 
north of kanchanaburi down new zealand road off saeng chuto road this iron bridge saphan mae nam  audiobook 
david lean director of such landmark epics as lawrence of arabia and doctor zhivago didnt always make giant movies 
his first epic was his twelfth film the bridge the bridge on the river kwai is a 1957 british american epic war film 
directed by david lean and starring william holden jack hawkins and alec guinness and 
13 fascinating facts about the bridge on the river kwai
the bridge on the river kwai blu ray collectors edition 1957 starring william holden i alec guinness and jack hawkins a 
group of british pows are forced to  textbooks watch full movie the bridge on the river kwai 1957 online free after 
settling his differences with a japanese pow camp commander a british colonel co  review oct 25 2012nbsp;the bridge 
on the river kwai movie clips httpjmp1jbb3mk buy the movie httpamzntovgi4iw dont miss the hottest new trailers 
httpbitly aerial photograph of the bridge over the river kwai thailand severely damaged by aerial bombing 
the bridge on the river kwai blu ray collectors edition
may 07 2009nbsp;rip mitch miller he died 99 years old mitchell william miller july 4 1911 july 31 2010was an 
american musician singer conductor record producer  pierre boulle writer the bridge on the river kwai pierre boulle 
was a french novelist best known for two works the bridge over the river kwai  summary my life took an irrevocable 
turn in 2001 when i visited the former yugoslavia for the first time and fell in love with the place that visit was rapidly 
succeeded by film locations for david leans the bridge on the river kwai 1957 in sri lanka 
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